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A reader asks: Can The Committee elaborate on the concept of Parallel Universe and its relation with the
concept of Dimensions?
The Committee takes the pulpit and speaks directly to the topic, without questions from me. Readers are
asked to add questions.
"We speak to this issue and say first, we ask humans to forget about this topic. You have already done
this, our request is really but a reminder that you continue to do what you have already done. To Earth
you have gone to forget many things, so that you will discover what and who you really are, through the
environment of your Earth existence. To want to know about parallel universes and dimensions you do
not and cannot perceive serves as a very entertaining, nearly useless distraction.
"Now we proceed to your question. There is no relation yet complete connection between these two
things. Allow us first definitions.
"A parallel universe is a different way to say another universe. Parallel in what way? Course of events?
Then that is a parallel course of events. There are parallel physical universes to the one you occupy, eight
of them. You occupy the ninth, however there is no order, yours can be number six or three. There are
eight others, nine in total. Yours is the second or fifth or another, depending on which of the other eight
looks at yours.
"The challenge of this question is created by human language, and definitions for words within. Where
no languages thus definitions within exist, confusion through misinterpretation of words is not a factor.
"Humans define parallel as two lines upon a plane which never touch. Other universes touch yours aa
does your to theirs, so they are not parallel. They are along side.
"Parallel courses of events exist, these are called, among other things, lifetimes or incarnations. The
events of one seem to occur in series, along a numbered line and in sequence. The events of another
incarnation do not seem to touch. They are parallel in direction, but not parallel by the classic definition,
because parts and bits occasionally touch. Bleed through or print through from one life to another is
common and desirable, often intentional.
"You exist in all nine universes, however your soul does not occupy all of them simultaneously. It goes
from one to another, and can do so even as the soul is incarnated into a life in the physical three
dimension you know and occupy.
"You will want to know, how can you be incarnated yet also be aware of the higher dimensions and
exist in other universes. To understand this is to have the experience. Die and you shall understand again.
Die you shall, so we guarantee the explanation will come, we say the memory and recollection. For when
your body dies, you will return to the fifth dimension and all nine universes will be yours again.
"Consider another universe to be a continent on Earth. You know them all, have the ability to visit yet a
minority do. Even with ability for all humans to go to all continents, few of you would remain
permanently in all of them. The reason for the relatively low rate of visitation is attraction; there is offered
little in the other universes that the one you principally occupy does not already have. To visit is good but
to remain is less so, for this reason.
"Dimensions are levels of existence and perception, of physical movement and properties of the
surroundings. There are three, a dozen in total, plus a trio of bonus levels, being fifteen.

"Humans occupy the width, depth and height of the first group. There are four groups, and five with the
bonus. We draw a brief digram:
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"Fives times three each is fifteen.
"Each of the five levels allows the three parts within to be perceived together, simultaneously and in
any order or combination. To not see all three together is called mental illness or dysfunction, among
humans.
"Each level is blocked from perceiving the next level but the subsequent levels can always see itself and
the previous ones. We draw a diagram to illustrate this:
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"Parallel courses of events are not dimensions, they occur vertically within them. Each separate,
alternate or parallel course of events can be seen horizontally from inside the dimension group where is
occurs, 1 through 5 or from any one higher.
"Be well we wish you all, do return soon."

